Top Six Survival Skills You Need To Know

When it comes to survival outdoors, I like to think that I would get by in most situations, depending on the resources I had available. If I had time to prepare and pack some gear etc, I would be confident of being able to survive at least a month or so, hopefully a lot longer.

Whether you are an armchair prepper/survival expert or whether you are hands-on and been there and done it, you have to learn to become proficient in these six skills to survive in the great outdoors. You need to be able to start fire, find/purify water, build a shelter, find food, be able to patch yourself up, and finally, be able to signal for help. ‘Graywolf Survival’ have written an excellent post on this, which includes load of great videos too. I highly recommend checking it out and brushing up on a few things. I also highly recommend taking a local survival class for a hands-on lesson on how to survive in your local environment.
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